**OVER ALL CONTRIBUTION**

TRDP got exemption certificate from Commissioner Hyderabad, Deputy Commissioner Tharparkar, DADU, Jamshoro and Umerkot. TRDP officials doing relief operation in above-mentioned working districts under this lockdown situation.

**Face masks making & distribution**
- Trained community members prepared some 2,214 masks in rural areas of district and provided to district authorities and community institutions for distribution in programme districts.

**Distribution of Soaps & Sanitizers**
- TRDP provided some 11,574 Anti-Septic soaps to 77 health facilities in programme districts.

**Distribution of Food items**
- TRDP provided food some 96,000 packets of food items among some 16,000 poor families. TRDP also provided food & nonfood items to 3 fire affected families in Tharparkar.

**Cash support**
- TRDP continues distribution of cheques (cash) of Income Generation Grants (IGG) component to poorest households. By using income generation grant provided by TRDP, the poor households are starting small grocery shops for securing their livelihoods needs. It is benefitting them and their neighborhood. TRDP supported grant cheques of PKR: 14,355,800(14.35million) to 697 poor families at doorsteps to secure their livelihood in programme districts.
- TRDP distributed cheques of PKR, 2,494,800 among 81 households of union councils of Dadu under Programme for Improved Nutrition. The poor families identified through poverty score card.

**Community Awareness Resining Session**
- TRDP staff and CRP arranged some 3,771 different awareness sessions; on different preventive measures i.e. hand washing, Agriculture Entrepreneurs, Kitchen Gardening, Seed Distribution and usage of mask, hand sanitizer and social distancing during their routine life.
- TRDP also distributed 1,500 awareness Leaflets among the community in programme districts. The community organization also provided the IEC material in local languages.
- TRDP has submitted list of 103 Community resource person (CRP)/ community volunteers for support in relief activities at village level.
- TRDP also handed over Poverty Score Card of some 323,894 data to Deputy Commissioners.
- CRPs facilitated the community to fill the online formats of some 12,519 poor for Rashan/Relief through web based application of district Jamshoro and Dadu.

**MOBILE MEDICAL CAMPS**
- TRDP Umerkot team conducted some 6 Mobile Medical Clinic at different villages of Umerkot were 634 patients were treated in Umerkot under emergency response.

### District wise update

#### District Tharparkar

**COORDINATION MEETINGS:**
- TRDP participated in district coordination Committee meeting about current COVID-19 emergency.
- TRDP has submitted list of 40 CRPs/ community volunteers for support in relief activities at village level.
- TRDP also handed over Poverty Score Card of Some 153,534 data to Deputy Commissioner.

**FACE MASKS MAKING & DISTRIBUTION**
- Trained community members prepared some 100 masks’ in rural areas of district.

**DISTRIBUTION OF FOOD ITEMS**
- TRDP provided some 67,704 food items among some 11,284 poor families.

#### District Umerkot

**COORDINATION MEETING:** TRDP district manager Umerkot participated in District coordination committee meeting chaired by Deputy Commissioner.

**DISTRIBUTION OF SOAPS & SANITIZER**
- TRDP provided some 3,456 Anti-Septic soaps to 32 health facilities & community level.
- On April 15, 2020, TRDP provided some 216 Antiseptic Soaps to EHSAAAS KAFALAT Centers upon request of Assistant Director BISP during distribution for EHSAAAS KAFALAT for Beneficiaries hand washing.

**COMMUNITY AWARENESS RESINING SESSION**
- TRDP provided some 100 Antiseptic Soaps to EHSAAAS KAFALAT Centers upon request of Assistant Director BISP during distribution for EHSAAAS KAFALAT for Beneficiaries hand washing.
TRDP provided food & nonfood items among some 3 fire affected families in village Hothiar Taluka Mitti, Tharparkar.

**Distribution of Soaps & Sanitizers**
- TRDP provided some 7,668 Anti-Septic soaps 45 health facilities.

**Community Awareness Resining Session**
TRDP staff and CRP arranged some 33 different awareness sessions on social distancing and hand washing.

---

**District Dadu**

**Coordination Meetings:**
- TRDP participated in district coordination committee meeting about current COVID-19 emergency.
- TRDP has submitted list of 63 Community resource person/ community volunteers for support in relief activities at village level.
- TRDP handed over Poverty Score Card of some 170,360 data to Deputy Commissioner.
- CRPs facilitated to fill the formats of some 6,240 poor for Rashan /Relief through web based application.

**Face Masks Making & Distribution**
- Trained community members prepared some 1,714 masks in rural areas of Dadu districts, and distributed in community.

**Distribution of Soaps & Sanitizers**
- TRDP provided some 50 Anti-Septic soaps to health facilities.

**Cash Support**
- TRDP continues distribution of cheques (cash) of Income Generation Grants (IGG) component to poorest households. In the current situation, markets are closed. By using income generation grant provided by TRDP, the poor households are starting small grocery shops for securing their livelihoods needs. It is benefitting them and their neighborhood. TRDP supported grant cheques of PKR: 10,095,800 (10.09 million) to 484 poor families at doorsteps to secure their livelihood in programme districts.
- TRDP distributed cheques of PKR 2,310,000 in 75 households of Union councils of Dadu for purchasing goats to improve their nutrition specially Under-5 years children and pregnant and lactating women under Programme for Improved Nutrition. The poor families identified through poverty score card.
- TRDP distributed seed for Kitchen Guarding to some 1,718 poor households of different Union Councils of District Dadu, under Programme for Improved Nutrition. The poor families identified through poverty score card.

**Community Awareness Resining Session**
- TRDP staff and CRP arranged some 3,222 different awareness sessions, on hand washing, Agriculture Entrepreneurs, Kitchen Gardening, Seed Distribution and usage of mask and sanitizer and social distancing during their routine life.
- Distributed 500 awareness Leaflets among the community.
- TRDP (Nutrition Sensitive Component) PNS ER: Agriculture Entrepreneur Mr. Rab Dino Landor from VO Duua, SMST K.N Shah UC Thalho Taluka K.N Shah, distributed Vegetables among 10 HHs and AE has developed this FFS demo plot under PINS ER-3 funded by European Union.

---

**District Jamshoro**

**Coordination Meetings:**
- TRDP participated in district coordination committee meeting about current COVID-19 emergency.
- CRPs facilitated to fill the formats of some 6,279 poor for Rashan/Relief through web based application of district Jamshoro.

**Face Masks Making & Distribution**
- Trained community members prepared some 400 masks in rural areas of Jamshoro districts.

**Distribution of Food Items**
- TRDP provided food items to some 20,904 poor families.

**Distribution of Soaps & Sanitizers**
- TRDP provided some 400 Anti-Septic soaps to health facilities.

**Cash Support**
- TRDP continues distribution of cheques (cash) of Income Generation Grants (IGG) component to poorest households. In the current situation, markets are closed. By using income generation grant provided by TRDP, the poor households are starting small grocery shops for securing their livelihoods needs. It is benefitting them and their neighborhood. TRDP supported grant cheques of PKR: 4,260,000 (4.26 million) to 213 poor families at doorsteps to secure their livelihood in programme districts.
- TRDP distributed cheques of PKR 184,800 in 6 households of Union councils of Jamshoro for purchasing goats to improve their nutrition specially Under-5 years children and pregnant and lactating women under Programme for Improved Nutrition. The poor families identified through poverty score card.

**Community Awareness Resining Session**
- TRDP staff and CRP arranged some 452 different awareness sessions, on hand washing, usage of mask and sanitizer and social distancing during their routine life.
- Distributed 1,000 awareness Leaflets among the community in programme districts.
- TRDP under programme for Improved Nutrition in Sindh interventions are become highly beneficial for the communities in district Jamshoro and Dadu particularly in the critical situation of CORONA VIRUS when there is lock down everywhere, public transport is disappeared. The vegetables seeds supported at the V.O and household level have been cultivated by the communities and is main source of getting vegetables at the doorstep in the lock downmore20 days. In addition to it the Hand Washing method has become highly beneficial tool for the major preventive measure and is being demonstrated by the CRPs and followed by the communities.
Highlights of the day, April 15, 2020

**Distribution of Food Items**
- On April 15, 2020, TRDP provided some 852 food items among some 142 poor families at Village level in villages Marohar and Old Sibyani UC Kaplore, district Umerkot.
- On April 15, 2020, TRDP provided food & nonfood items among some 3 fire affected families in village Hothiar Taluka Mithi, Tharparkar.

**Cash Support**
- TRDP continues distribution of cheques (cash) of Income Generation Grants (IGG) component to poorest households. In the current situation, markets are closed. By using income generation grant provided by TRDP, the poor households are starting small grocery shops for securing their livelihoods needs. It is benefitting them and their neighborhood. TRDP supported grant cheques of PKR: 724,000 (0.72million) to 35 poor families at doorsteps to secure their livelihood in programme districts.
- April 15, 2020, THARDEEP Dadu team, under SUCCESS program, provided income generation grant to 08 poor households of PKR 184,000 to secure their livelihood, in union council Khudabad Taluka Dadu District Dadu. On the occasion of IGG cheque distribution Mr. Peer Mujeebul Haq Barrister, District Manager TRDP Abdul Ghaffar Bughio, Programme officer HRD Humera Noor & Unit Incharge Sana Ali Panhwar they all distributed IGG cheques amongst the poor households.
- April 15,2020, Jamshoro THARDEEP, under SUCCESS program, provided income generation grant to 9 poor households of PKR 180000 to secure their livelihood in union council Manzoorabad Taluka Manjhand District Jamshoro
- TRDP distributed cheques of PKR.92,400 in 3 households of Union councils of Dadu & Jamshoro for purchasing goats to improve their nutrition specially Under-5 years children and pregnant and lactating women under Programme for Improved Nutrition. The poor families identified through poverty scorecard.
- TRDP distributed seed for Kitchen Gardening to some 309 poor households of different Union Councils of District Dadu, under Programme for Improved Nutrition. The poor families identified through poverty scorecard.

**Face Masks Making & Distribution**
- Trained community members prepared some 200 masks in rural areas of Dadu districts, and distributed in community.

**Distribution of Soaps**
- On April 15, 2020, TRDP provided some 216 Antiseptic Soaps to EHSAAAS KAFALAT Centers upon request of Assistant Director BISP during distribution for EHSAAAS KAFALAT for Beneficiaries hand washing.

**Mobile Medical Camp**
- One April 15, 2020, TRDP conducted mobile Medical Clinic at village Bandi Bheel UC Faqir Abdullah where 116 patients got treatment under emergency response.

**Awareness Health and Hygiene Session**
- TRDP staff and CRP arranged some 104 different awareness sessions, on hand washing, Agriculture Entrepreneurs, Kitchen Gardening, Seed Distribution and usage of mask and sanitizer and social distancing during their routine life programme Districts.

**Coordination Meetings**
- April 15, Tando Allahyar, TRDP starts distribution of surgical masks and sanitizers in community health workers of district Tando Allahyar from April 16, 2020. TRDP partner organization has provided the masks and sanitizers for community health workers. TRDP Tando Allahyar team had meeting with Mr. Abdul Hafeez Laghari ADC- I of District Tando Allahyar, Mr. Sona Khan Chandio AC Chamber and AC Jhanpo khan Mari and updated them regarding the TRDP work plan and distribution plan.
**PICTURE GALLERY**

On April 15, 2020, TRDP Umerkot team conducted mobile medical Clinic and treated 116 patient in village Bandi Bheel UC Faqir Abdullah.

On April 15, 2020, TRDP Umerkot, Provided antiseptic Soap at EHSAS KAFALAT centers upon request of Assistant Director BISP Mr. Khuda Bux Mehar for Hand washing of Beneficiaries.

---

District Dadu, April 15, 2020 TRDP under Program for Improved Nutrition: Distributed cheques among poor families 3 cheques amount Rs. 92,400 for households will purchase goats to improve their nutrition specially Under-5 years children & pregnant & lactating women. Project funded by European Union.

On April 15, 2020, TRDP Umerkot, distributed food items among 142 poor families in village Marohar and Old Sibyani uc Kaplore.

---

April 15, Tando Allahyar, TRDP starts distribution of surgical masks and sanitizers in community health workers of district Tando Allahyar from tomorrow. Concern International has provided the masks and sanitizers for community health workers. TRDP Tando Allahyar team had meeting with Mr. Abdul Hafeez Laghari ADC- I of District Tando Allahyar, Mr. Sona Khan Chando AC Chamber and AC Jhanpo khan Mari and updated them regarding the TRDP work plan and distribution plan.

On April 15, 2020, THARDEEP Dadu team, under SUCCESS program, provided income generation grant to 08 poor households of PKR 184,000 to secure their livelihood in union council Khudabad Taluka Dadu District Dadu, On the occasion of IGG cheque distribution Mr. Peer Mujeebul Haq Barrister, District Manager TRDP Abdul Ghaffar Bughio, Programme officer HRD Humera Noor & Unit Incharge Sana Ali Panhwar they all distributed IGG cheques amongst the poor households.

---

On April 15, 2020, TRDP Tharparkar team provided food & nonfood items among some 3 fire affected families in village Hothiar Taluka Mithi, Tharparkar.

On April 15, 2020, Jamshoro THARDEEP, under SUCCESS program, provided income generation grant to 9 poor households of PKR 180000 to secure their livelihood in union council Manzoorabad Taluka Manjhand District Jamshoro.
Jamshoro-TRDP: Thano Bola Khan. Mr. Mansoor Ahmed Kalhoro Mukhtiarkar, Mr. M-Akram Palari Assistant Director Social Welfare Department, Mr. Malik Zahid Inspector anti Encroachment force, distributed IGG Cheques among 50 HHs with 1000,000 Amount in Village Thano Ahmed Khan Taluka Thano bola khan Under EU Funded SUCCESS Program. TRDP continues distribution of cheques (cash) of Income Generation Grants (IGG) component to poorest households. By using income generation grant provided by TRDP, the poor households are starting small grocery shops for securing their livelihoods needs. It is benefitting them and their neighborhood.

District Dadu, 15, April 2020 TRDP Taluka Johi under Program for Improved Nutrition: Distributed honorarium cheques of Community Resource Persons CRPs 21 cheques amount 557,590 & Agriculture Entrepreneurs AEs 9 cheques amount 240,000 for their work in community institutions CIs through Assistant Commissioner Taluka Johi Mr. Peeral Chandio. Total honorarium Amount: 797,590. Project funded by European Union.
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April 16, 2020, Jamshoro: Daily 'KOSHISH' reports on income generation grant given to 85 poor families by TRDP under TRDP-SUCCESS program.